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For secularism the real test
is not whether a faithful is
tolerant or not but whether
the doctrine of a faith is tol-
erant or not.

S. Gurumurthy
National Co-convener, SJM

If the thinking pattern chang-
es, lot of things change.
Those who fear India’s new
posture are already react-
ing (to the Myanmar strike).

Manohar Parrikar
Defence Minister of India

Terrorism has no frontiers,
and it must, because of the
great implication for region-
al and global peace and se-
curity, be defeated.

M. Buhari
Nigeria's President

Yoga does not discrimi-
nate; all people can prac-
tise, regardless of their
age or ability. I discovered
this for myself.

Ban Ki-Moon
Un Secretary General

Letters
Quote-Unquote
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Imperialist media breeding intellectual
corruption

I am writing from Chennai, to submit an important message. I am a
graduate of IIT-Bombay (B.Tech, 1995), and have also spent several years in
academia in the United States researching various interdisciplinary themes
(history of technology and energy regimes, history of economic ideas, cultural
and historical roots of the ideas of '; progress, socio-cultural evolution of;science,
anti-colonial movements etc.). I am also a practicing technologist, based in
Chennai since 2005.

The Swadeshi Jagran Manch (SJM) has been performing a vital role in
helping shape the national and regional public discourses in India on matters
of economic and socio-cultural importance. Though economic imperialism
was the key challenge during India's independence struggle, and has shaped
key aspects of SJM';s agenda, the most vital challenge (at least since the
1980s) has been the rise of an imperialist media (especially print, television)
that ensures that all public discourses are framed within a very narrow Euro-
centric framework. This has given rise to the enormous scale of modern intel-
lectual corruption which is far more insidious than the more obvious forms of
corruption.

A key vector through which such intellectual corruption grows in strength
is through a shallow discourse of '; democracy'; freedom'; and '; human rights'.
The last category -- human rights -- is particularly popular with the English-
language media as it enables false/misguided Eurocentric universalisms
and perversions to be foisted on the public everywhere. Even  democracy';
has become merely a tool for divide-and-rule at its finest scale (the individual
human being who can be easily manipulated  in a highly urbanized world). It
is here that SJM must focus its attention during the next decade or two.
Unless the phenomenon of intellectual corruption is fought very vigorously in
India (through Swadeshi intellectual frameworks), all other battles will be as
good as lost.

– Venkatesh Ranganathan, email-vriyer05@gmail.com/vriyer@iitbombay.org

mailto:swadeshipatrika@rediffmail.com
mailto:email-vriyer05@gmail.com/vriyer@iitbombay.org
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Growth for Whom?
Patience is clearly running out. Dejection has replaced expectation. Anonymity is progressively turning

into anger. If the sentiments of  members of National Council of Swadeshi Jagran Manch (SJM) who assembled
in Vijaywada, Andhra Pradesh during the two-day meet is any indication, the BJP led NDA government under
the leadership of Prime Minister Narendra Modi has lost its sheen. No it is not any criticism motivated by
vested interests. The observations about which we are talking can't be taken lightly. These are the remarks
of mature people who are not only ideologically affiliated to the ruling party, but have actually worked very
hard to ensure that earlier UPA regime was voted out of power and replaced by people committed to principles
of Nation-first. This overwhelming sentiment was prevalent throughout the country, which in a manner forced
the then leadership of BJP to nominate Narendra Modi- perceived to be a strong leader capable of taking anti
national forces head on- as Prime Ministerial candidate of the party. His capacity to take country forward
was taken for granted given his track record as Chief Minister of Gujarat in spite of strong opposition from
within the party and outside it almost alike. Credit is due to Narendra Modi also who after being nominated
worked very hard and articulated sentiments and aspirations of the people in forceful words. Indian voter
responded by handing over an astonishing mandate. The massiveness of this popular mandate forced all the
critics of Narendra Modi into passivity. Even the countries like USA that had earlier denied visa to him under
the influence of a vilification campaign by pseudo secular elements turned into his friends over right and
began to flatter him cunningly for the benefit of their country and corporate. The people who voted BJP to
power quite naturally expected the change in government to reflect in its actions on the lines promised during
election campaign. Now with evaluation of actual performance people have begun to feel incredulous. It is
progressively becoming clear that the promised change may be elusive. Instead accelerated pace of policies
pursued by UPA regime is mocking masses. It is causing a lot of heart-burn. Take Handling of environmental
issues as an example. The undue hurry with which a high level committee was constituted and asked to
submit its report in haste and the terms of reference of the committee leaves no body in doubt corporate
interest, not the protection of environment is a priority. How otherwise can one justify the recommendations
of the committee? Apologists are trying to defend these recommendations in the name of "growth". Growth
for whom, asks Prof. BM Kumarswamy? the learned National Co-convener of SJM. He underlines dangerous
consequences of this hazardous environmental policy on the population of the country. Similarly wanton
chase of foreign capital perhaps for Bullet trains; smart cities; freight corridors! Experts cite previous experience
to show that India grew because of its own resources and its own market. Moreover, sufficient capital within
country is not being put to efficient use. To make things further suspicious the talk of capital accounts
convertibility and FDI in multi-brand retail is being pushed. Other reasons both economic & related to promised
good governance are irritating people. The dubious distinction of becoming world's largest exporter of beef,
land acquisition law logjam; handling of GM food crop open field trails, proposed amendment to arms act to
cite few is enough to conclude that pro-corporate individuals who have managed their way to important
positions in the government are dominating the decision making process. Coupled with the impression that
the decision making process is highly centralized; the credit or indignity reaches unwillingly to the doorsteps
of central authority. National Council Members of SJM, including its national leadership, are conscious citizens
of this country devoted to the cause of self reliance & economic independence of India. They are mature
enough to distinguish between the proper and erroneous; between plausible accomplishment and goaded
dissent. Hence their annotations cannot be dismissed frivolously. Exaggerated expression of intent can't change
the reality on ground as elucidated by the people rooted in ground. It will be denunciation of Pt. Deendayal
Upadyay's principles which Bharatiya Jan Sangh now BJP adopted in the same Vijaywada city in the year
1965, in which National Council of SJM met. BJP in general and Prime Minister in particular must review its
performance and priorities. Intentions may be bonafide but the functioning of government can't be spared
scrutiny. Opposition parties will utilize this growing resentment to their advantage. At stake is the exceptional
opportunity to transform India as was promised during electioneering. It must not be lost particularly under
the circumstances when everyone believes We Can "And together, we will begin the next great chapter."
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The two day national council meeting of Swadeshi Jagran Manch held in
Vijaywada KL University, resolved to oppose ‘Rupee Convertible on Capital
Account’, stating that Full Capital Account Convertibility will not suit an

economy like India, which is undergoing process of  structural reforms. SJM also
opposed Land Acquisition Act Ordinance in its present form, FDIs in e-Com-
merce and retail sectors.

Sh. Prabhakar Rao in his brief but forceful speech pointed out that India has
progressed after attaining freedom from the British. This progress is visible also.
But we need to understand our historical strengths and after studying various
models in world plan our future on Swadeshi model keeping in view our youth
population commonly termed as population dividend. He was all the praise for
SJM and thanked it for opportunity provided to him to be part of an excellent
event and nation building effort.

National Council Meeting was inaugurated on 27th of June 2015 by Rash-
triya Sangathak Sh. Kashmiri Lal ji as National convener Sh. Arun Ojha’s arrival
was delayed due disruptions in rail traffic after fire engulfed Itarsi Railway Station.
Sh. M. Prabhakar Rao Chairman and Managing Director of  NSL seeds was the
chief guest.

All National Co-convener’s, viz Sh. Saroj Mitra, Prof. Bhagwati Prakash Shar-
ma, Prof. BM Kumarswamy, Sh. R. Sundaram and Dr. Ashwani Mahajan, along
with Sh. Lalji Bhai Patel, Annada Shankar Panigrahi, Sh. Jitendra Gupt, Sh. JR
Jagdish from Vidya Bharti and Vice Chancellor of KL University Sh. M. Reddy
were also present on the dais.

After lighting the lamp, all the guests on dais were formally received in Tra-
ditional way of welcome by presenting coconut and Angavastaram. Sh. R.
Sundaram gave brief  introduction of  the guests.

Sh. Deepak Sharma ‘Pradeep’ who was conducting the proceedings of  the
inaugural session in his opening remarks reminded participating delegates about
the historicity of Vijaywada and historical importance of holding National Coun-

National Council
Meeting of SJM in

such a place where
Pt. Deendayal

Upadyay the
thinker

philosopher and
guide of Bhartiya
Jan Sangh (BJS)

now BJP had
presented two

documents to the
Akhil Bhartiya

Pratinidhi Sabha
of BJS now BJP

which adopted
both these

documents as its
guiding principles

is an important
indicator.

COVER STORY

National Council Meeting Vijaywada
27-28 June 2015
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cil Meeting of SJM in such a place
where Pt. Deendayal Upadyay the
thinker philosopher and guide of
Bhartiya Jan Sangh (BJS) now BJP
had presented two documents to
the Akhil Bhartiya Pratinidhi Sab-
ha of BJS now BJP which adopt-
ed both these documents as its
guiding principles.

Recalling some aspects of
these documents Sh. Deepak Shar-
ma pointed out the importance of
revisiting these documents at a time
when on one side people like RBI
governor Raghu Rajan are predict-
ing “Great Depression” like situa-
tion and the party in power on the
other hand is ignoring the direc-
tion and principles advocated by
Pt. Deendayal Upadyay who at least
on paper continues to be the guid-
ing light of  Bhartiya Janta Party.

Sh. Pradeep ji invited Sh. R.
Sundaram to further dwell upon
this and the situation in which Na-
tional Council of  SJM is meeting.

Sh. R. Sundaram quoted a
paragraph from Pt. Deendayal ji’s
document as how “Physically de-
feated but spiritually India pro-
duced a galaxy of leaders to resist
imperialist powers and  to point
out how history of India was quot-
ed extensively by Pt. Deendyal ji
to show that India needs to chart
out its own course of action.

Sh. Kashmiri Lal ji in his ad-
dress draw a pen-picture of Vi-
jaywada highlighting its future
prospects along with its historic
background. He referred to a
McKenzie Report which has pro-
jected Vijaywada as global city of
India. Speaking about his visit to
Guntoor the largest chilly mandi
of  Asia, he reminded the century’s
old scene of shiploads of spices
leaving port nearby and in return
bringing gold and silver instead of

readymade goods like present
times. He also asked delegates to
take time out from busy schedule
of two day meet to find out about
new experiments like land pooling
of over 34000 acres of land for
developing new capital city for
Andhra Pradesh.

Sh. Kashmiri Lal ji gave a
brief account of how SJM has
been raising issues of national im-

portance from time to time, be that
Dattopant Thengdi ji who had
forecasted the fall of both com-
munism and capitalism at a time
when people were not ready to
even think of such an idea. In this
context he also mentioned make
in India policy of government of
India and pointed out how SJM
raised concerns about the fallout
of such a policy when MNCs will

Taking objection to the recent statements of the Governor of Re-
serve Bank of India and the Minister of State for Finance, Government
of India, that rupee should be made convertible on Capital Account, the
National Council of the Swadeshi Jagran Manch cautions the Govern-
ment not to make this mistake.

Various Governments from time to time attempted the Capital Ac-
count Convertibility of the Rupee. Globalization apologists look upon
this as a final step towards integrating domestic economy with the world.

Those favoring convertibility of rupee on capital account argue
that domestic investors can maximize their profits by purchasing Cap-
ital Assets abroad. They also argue that this would help raising loans
from abroad at lower rates of interest.

First major attempt in this direction was made by Government of
India in the year 1996-97. Swadeshi Jagran Manch strongly opposed
the move of the then Government. However, taking an adamant stand,
the Government constituted a committee, known as Tarapore Com-
mittee, to prepare a road-map for making rupee fully convertible on
Capital Account. Thanks to the South East Asian financial crisis, the
Government had to take its hands off from this move.

Tarapore Committee recommended that in order to move into this
direction, following conditions need to be satisfied among others:
a. Fiscal Deficit to be brought down to 3.5 percent by 1999-2000.
b. Rate of inflation to be brought down to 3 to 5 percent
c. Non Performing Assets (NPAs) of the banks be brought down

from 13.7% then to 5%
d. External sector policies designed to increase Current Receipts to

GDP Ratio and bring down debt service ratio from 25% to 20%
India is yet to achieve the targets as set forth by Tarapore Com-

mittee for initiating the Capital Account Convertibility and any attempt
to do it now will be in violation of the Report.

Swadeshi Jagran Manch firmly believes that a free Capital Ac-
count will lead to export of domestic saving, which for a capital-scare
country like India, can seriously affect the economy adversely. Full
Capital Account Convertibility will not suit an economy like India, which
is undergoing the process of structural reforms which needs controls
and regulations for the time being. q

Do not make Rupee Convertible
on Capital Account

Resolution
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be manufacturing in India as has
been the experience of country in
case of soft drinks like coca-cola,
pepsi etc. and cement and pharma
sector. He stressed the need to
strengthen MSME sector which as
per  latest reports has around
5,80,00000 units in the country. In
this context he mentioned the book
India unincorporated of Prof.
Vaidyanathan ji.

Kashmiri Lal ji also talked
about certain positive develop-
ments like the Maggi episode that
saw stocks worth 320 crore being
burnt by the company, Internation-
al Yoga day being another such a
positive development. He suggest-
ed efforts to explore Ayurveda in
similar manner. Citing around 10
bn dollar worth of  Yoga related
business in USA alone, he said even
the apprehension of success of
such a venture has send shock
waves down the spine of corpo-
rate sector.

Prof. Kumarswamy ji gave a
very brief but impressive talk on
environment and related issues. He
said that entire world is recogniz-
ing environmental crisis and chal-
lenges it poses to the very existence
of  this universe. We are facing er-
ratic changes in different forms in
almost every part of the world.
Even in India we have been wit-
ness to over 3000 deaths this sum-
mer only due to heat ware, and

then we have also had this unsea-
sonal heavy rain fall all over India
that damaged crops worth crores
of  rupees. In this back ground we
need to appreciate the IPCC warn-
ing of 2oC increase in global tem-
perature by 2040 and possible
melting of entire ice on Arctic re-
gion if the environmental degra-
dation continues in the same man-
ner and which will result in devas-
tation all over, he added. Prof.
Kumarswamy, recalled state of
forests report of 2011 which says
that total forest cover in India has
reached 22% only against globally
accepted norm of  need to have
33% of Geographical Area under
forest cover. And out of  22% only
2.5% is dense forests. With such an
alarming situation already existing
in the country, the BJP led NDA
government, soon after coming to
power in May 2014, constituted a
committee under TSR Subrama-
nian, former cabinet secretary, to
study and suggest amendment to
6 laws related to environment in a
short span of  two mouths.

Even though the committee
was not able to keep pace with
what can be termed as needless
hurry of the government, yet this
high level committee gave its re-
port in 3 months in November
2014. Terms of  reference of  the
committee makes it very clear that
government is not interested in

protection of environment. Instead
it continues to follow the fallacious
policy of  previous UPA govern-
ment of favouring corporate to
pursue elusive growth rate. Asking
a very pertinent question as to this
growth for whom?, Prof. Kumar-
swamy criticized the high level
committee recommendations and
the language in which minister of
environment welcomed it as a his-
toric step. Prof. Kumarswamy
emphasized that there is no scien-
tific basis for the recommendation
made by the committee and is very
clear that they have been made to
help corporate section including
MNCs to exploit natural resourc-
es by fast tracking clearances.

The recommendations that
came under his serious criticism
were, limiting no-go-area to just
2.5% of forest cover leaving al-
most 98% open for exploitation,
using utmost-good-faith to exclude
mining corporate from rigorous
accountability on the basis of sta-
tus report compulsory for these
companies to be submitted at the
time of project initiation in any
area. No public consultation re-
quired for linear projects and even
avoiding some for other projects
using law and order problems as
an excuse were  other aspects
which, he objected to.

Prof. Bhagwat i Prakash ji
made a brief speech on issues re-
lated to food safety and its norms
in the country in particular after
Maggi episode. Talking about lead,
Bhagwati ji explained that human
body has no mechanism to excrete
it from body. Hence it gets accu-
mulated over a period of time
causing serious health issues like
damage to brain, memory loss,
Tissue damage leading even to can-
cer and ultimately to painful death.

There is no
scientific basis

for the
recommendation

made by the
committee.

COVER STORY
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Profit hungry companies ex-
ploit weak laws and sell products
under misleading labeling schemes.
Maggi and all such products being
sold in the market declare through
labels that they are MSG free but
when checked both Monosodium
glutamate (MSG) a taste enhanc-
er and lead were found present
beyond permissible limits. Maggi is
not the only product even frozen
desserts is given name to hydroge-
nated oils and sold as ice cream al-
most 40% of ice creams in mar-
ket are frozen desserts, he declared.
Some is the case with soaps where
those big corporate sell toilet soaps
as beauty products by tailoring To-
tal Fatty Matter (TFM) contents.

SJM has been demanding
strict food standards that must in-
clude labeling of  GM products. A
bill to this effect was prepared by
previous UPA government but the
lobbyists who have monoplised the
market in spite of Competition
Commission of India CCI insured
its subversion.

SJM also demands from the
government to further augment the
official machinery to ensure surprise
checks at regular intervals to stop
food contamination by greedy cor-
porate for maximizing profits.

Dr. Ashwani Mahajn gave
brief account of interaction of
SJM with government on issue like
Land Acquisition Act, open field
trials of GM food crops, and Is-
sues like FDI in e-commerce &
multi brand retail.

Dr. Dhanpat Ram Agarwal
spoke about issues related to intel-
lectual property and emerging sit-
uation on this front. He said that
the fight ove IP is not over a s yet
and western world in particular the
USA is hell bent upon forcing
changes in the Indian patent laws.

Sections of this law that have
become eyesore of USA are 3D
related to definition of patentable
new invention, compulsory licens-
ing and Data exclusivity, Dhanpat ji
pointed out. He further added that
US has tried to threaten economic
sanctions against us by including
India in list of countries under
watch list as per US trade law.

Knowing well that Indian
patent law is WTO and TRIPS
compliant. USA along with Swit-
zerland has filed a petition with
WTO to include what it says non
violation complaints clause where
it can lodge complaints inspite of
the fact that a country like India has
not violated any law. This is going
to be new issue at 10th Ministerial
Meeting being organized in Nairo-
bi in December 2015.

Capital Accounts Convert-
ibility: NC cautioned government
against India going in for full con-
vertibility of the rupee (on the cap-
ital account).Full convertibility is the
instrument forged by the west to
lure the rest of the world so that
the latter is not able to handle glo-
balisation it warned.  Full capital
account convertibility to fully inte-
grate the Indian financial system
with the global has been tried in
past also. But it had to be aban-
doned to insulate India from its ill-
effects Like (1) outflow of our
money; (2) decline in the value of

our forex reserves; and (3) prob-
lems for our exporters.

Jumping into capital account
convertibility game without con-
sidering the downside of the step
can harm the economy. The Com-
mittee on Capital Account Con-
vertibility (CAC) or Tarapore
Committee was constituted by the
Reserve Bank of  India for sug-
gesting a roadmap on full convert-
ibility of Rupee on Capital Ac-
count. The committee submitted
had laid down some pre conditions
as follows: Gross fiscal deficit to
GDP ratio has to come down
from a budgeted 4.5 per cent in
1997-98 to 3.5% in 1999-2000. A
consolidated sinking fund has to
be set up to meet government’s
debt repayment needs; to be fi-
nanced by increased in RBI’s prof-
it transfer to the govt. and disin-
vestment proceeds. Inflation rate
should remain between an average
3-5 per cent for the 3-year period
1997-2000. Gross NPAs of  the
public sector banking system needs
to be brought down from the
present 13.7% to 5% by 2000.

A resolution moved by Dr.
Ashwani Mahajan and seconded by
Ajey Bharti was also  unanimously
passed by the National Council.

In the evening a public pro-
gramme was organized in which
prominent citizens of Vijaywada
and several progressive farmers of

Augment the
official machinery
to ensure surprise
checks at regular

intervals to stop
food

contamination.

COVER STORY
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the area participated Prof. Kumar-
swamy gave a brief introduction
of Swadeshi Jagran Manch aand
its birth in 1991. Recalling the cir-
cumstances prevailing at that point
of time, in both India and across
the world, He said that it was a
period when after the dissolution
of elsewhere USSR, world sud-
denly became unipolar making
USA and its allies hegemonic. In-
dia at that time was facing severe
economic crisis. Out forex reserves
had reached bottom of the barrel
and we were forced to sign on
dotted lives for securing a meager
loan of  4 bn dollars. Dr. Manmo-
han Singh the then finance minis-
ter after returning with the loan
cheque started singing LPG tune
prescribing structural changes and
liberalization, privatization and
globalization. It was in such a situ-
ation that Dattopant Thengadi a
born visionary started SJM along
with his friends to fight this eco-
nomic onslaught.

Describing SJM as a platform
to plead Swadeshi Model of eco-
nomics, Kumarswamy explained it
as a model that uses Indian re-
sources to face challenges con-
fronting India and not surrender-
ing to the diktats of US or its agen-
cies like IMF and World Bank. He
stressed the need for a dynamic
and vibrant SJM unit in Andhra

Pradesh as appealed the present
audience to help this endevour for
the benefit of country as well as
Andhra Pradesh. Ms. Lalitha
Sindhuri an established artist en-
thralled the audience with her beau-
tiful dance presentation on devo-
tional songs sung by renowned art-
ist like Bharat Ratna Subha Laxmi.

On the second day of the
National Council meet some im-
portant issue were raised by dif-
ferent participants to highlight their
importance and need for appro-
priate action on behalf of SJM.

Dr. Vinayak Singh from Ban-
galore who is also associated with
Aarogya Bharti spoke about good
health as responsibility and pure
water, clean air and healthy food
as a right of every individual. Bot-
tled water and packed food which
is mostly contaminated fringe
upon this, he said. He also spoke
briefly about most of life style dis-
eases like diabetes,Heart strokes
arthritis are curable by Ayurveda
system of medicine, but MNCs
involved in billion of dollar worth
Pharma business do not allow this
to happen. He also mentioned di-
abetes free India campaign of Aar-
ogya Bharti. Talking about immor-
al business of medical equipments,
he explained how over 1000%
profit margins are managed by
these companies. He criticized

govts’ decision to allocate Rs. 250/
crore each for 24 cancer institute’s
for medical equipments.

Smt. Raja Lakshmi of Chen-
nai shared valuable information
about Hindu Spiritual fairs con-
ceived by Revered S. Gurumurthy
to erase the misconception about
lack of social consciousness of
Hindu society. These fairs show-
case the selfless service of  Hindu
spiritual organisations without any
expectations or motives as is case
with foreign missionaries who fo-
cus on conversions.

From Swadeshi viewpoint
also all these organizations promote
Swadeshi products and are hence
economic assets also she asserted.
Raja Lakshmi also informed that
in these Hindu spiritual affairs tra-
ditional games have been included
and in latest fair some 108 games
were indentified and over 20,000
students competed in them.

Prof. Kumarswamy ji, in this
session talked about beef export.
He said that it was a matter of
shame that India, a country where
cow is venerated, has become
world’s largest exporter of  beef.

Live stock including cows and
buffalos are backbone of our ru-
ral economy, he asserted, yet we
are ruining it by killing these ani-
mals for export. Drawing attention
to the dwindling number of lire
stock population as shown by lat-
est census figure, he urged imme-
diate action on this front to reverse
this trend.

R. Sundaram: R. Sundaram
gave a brief sketch of global eco-
nomic scenario and its impact in
India economy. He reminded a
prediction by US intelligence agen-
cies several years back about India
becoming world’s fastest growing
economy. Well we have become so,

COVER STORY
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he declared. US that lost in agri-
culture, manufacturing and even in
services sector is dependent most-
ly on innovation. Europe is in de-
pression and almost all the experts
agree that it will not recover in next
decade. Japan is worst off. It is
deflating. Africa and Middle East
have slowed down. Global mar-
ket is not going to grow thereby
impacting emerging economies.

India on the other hand is a
huge market almost 98% of its 1.25
bn population is in productive age
and is hence consumers also. But
India needs to plan carefully. Dur-
ing last two decodes India has
grown because of its own market
and its own resources. Foreign cap-
ital has played negligible role in this
growth. We must also remember
that India has a number of strengths
that have largely been ignored over
200-300 innovations are reported
to take place in rural India every
month, but they are not noticed.

Similarly official data reveals
that we have huge un-utilised
funds. Rich corporate and public
sector have money. So India has
capital and market, both. What we
need is proper planning. Cluster
development is one, he said.

Sh. Arun Ojha in his conclud-
ing remarks, after declaring respon-
sibility of some office bearer, re-
called the circumstances of the
time when SJM was formed on
Now. 22, 1991. It was the time
when Uruguay round of GATT
popularly known as Dunkal Draft
was in its final stages. Rashtra Rishi
Dattopant Thengadi fore saw the
approaching economic onslaught
on our sovereignty that had poten-
tial to endanger political freedom.

SJM national convener Arun
Ojha said that the party, which had
opposed the FD in multi brand

retail, when it was in the opposi-
tion, is unfortunately continuing
UPA policy them when it came to
power. he said that SJM was
formed to oppose the unique on-
slaught on the country’s sovereign-
ty and political freedom by eco-
nomic imperialism.

“We have been fighting against
economic imperialism right from
the beginning, had won on few
occasions and faced setbacks on the
other occasions. But, we have nev-
er given up or will give up in fu-
ture,” he declared.

Economic ‘reforms’, which
are actually ‘deforms’ brought in by
PV Narasimha Rao regime, was
continued by subsequent regimes
including NDA and UPA. “When
the leaders of ruling party had raised
voice against economic policies that
harm the interests of  people of  the
country and help the capitalistic
forces, while they were in opposi-
tion, we had joined them. But, after
a year, we are dissatisfied with lack
of  change,” he averred.

The SJM chief stated that the
NDA government had, in fact,
widened the scope and expedited
the process of  economic reforms.
He also opposed the ordinance on
Land Acquisition Ordinance in its
present form, encouragement of
GM crops, FDIs in e-Commerce
and retail sectors.

“Why is the BJP, which had

unequivocally opposed the FDI in
retail sector, now continuing to al-
low it? Finance minister says he does
not want FDIs in retail sector, but
takes no action. Who is stopping
him from acting,” he questioned.

Prominent people from dif-
ferent shades of opinion shared his
understanding and joined the ef-
forts of Thengadi ji to resist this
neo economic impearlism. Over
the years SJM fought on several
fronts to expose there forces and
make people aware about it at
same time. Inspite of some set-
backs SJM stood its ground. We
have raised our voice every time
we saw a wrong doing, irrespec-
tive of  who was in power.

Now a new government has
assumed office in Delhi under
Prime Minister Narendra Modi.
We, like rest of  countrymen, had a
lot of hopes from this government
as those in govt now were also rais-
ing their voices on all these issues
when they were in opposition. We
appreciate that brand India has
gained currency globally after PM
came to office and feel proud of
the manner in which he is being
received wherever he goes.

But when we look at the eco-
nomic policy being perused by this
government it becomes evident
that so called economic reforms
of  previous UPA government
have not only continued but are

We have
raised our

voice every
time we saw a
wrong doing.
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pushed with accelerated pace.

Be that the case of Land Ac-
quisition Act (LARR); GM food
crop open field trials or FDI in
retail trade and e-commerce, the
government is turning this deform-
ist road into a highway.

When in opposition BJP had
declared in un-equivocal terms that
FDI in retail sector will not be per-
mitted. But once in office the lan-
guage of Finance Minister has be-
come dubious. He has been quot-
ed as having stated, both in India
and on foreign soil, that “We do
not want FDI in Retail Sector”. If
it is actually is so, who is stopping
him to say that country will not al-
low it. On the contrary economic
advisors of this govt are openly
saying that retail sector will also be
opened to FDI.

SJM is of the considered opin-
ion that it is nationalism and nation-
alist outlook that will determine
economic policy of  the country.

Citing several sources includ-
ing “confession of a communist”,
by A. Gopal of Keral, Arun Ojha
stressed that both communism and
capitalism used nationalism/protec-
tionism to grow while propagating
globalization to others. Even China
is following political communism
and economic capitalism. At present
Americanism and its culture is be-
ing imposed on rest of world in
the name of globalization. On one
hand US senate passes laws that
make any law of WTO or other
countries redundant in USA; on
other hand they force countries like
India to change their laws like com-
pulsory licenses to benefit immor-
al profiting of  MNC’s. Unfortu-
nately the neo-liberal lobby in In-
dia have joined hands with them
and term efforts of  SJM as retro-
grade and protectionist. q q

The Food Safety and Standards Authority of India (FSSAI) after turn-
ing a blind eye for a long time over production and sale of food items
with poisonous substances, has been finally compelled to act against
the 6- lakh crore company Nestlé which produces and sells poisonous
food items like Maggie. Likewise, despite the High Court orders re-
garding this issue, a lot many shortcomings have been deliberately left in
the regulatory provisions framed to stop sale of unhealthy junk food
containing high levels of transfat, sugar and salt in schools and colleges.

Moreover, the tendency to flout regulatory provisions regarding
food items is increasing in the country. There are several examples of
mis-describing the products which makes a mockery of the prescribed
standards. For instance, using the term ‘Frozen Dessert’ instead of
Ice-cream for substituting cream with hydrogenated vegetable oil,
which normally people avoid to use in food or using the term ‘beauty
soap’ in place of ‘toilet soap’ to reduce the Total Fat Matter (TFM)
from 75% (prescribed for toilet soap) to 65% to reduce costs. Like-
wise, despite continuous demand for the draft bill for making it man-
datory to clearly mention ‘GM Food’ on the labels of food materials
containing genetically modified products has been pending since last
one and a half decades. It is noteworthy here that GM Foods is banned
in several European countries.

The callous inaction of the Competition Commission of India with
regard to monopoly and acquisitions by only a handful of MNCs in the
canned food industry is worrisome. The manner in which monopolis-
tic companies are trying to mislead the consumers through heavy ad-
vertising of their products containing poisonous substances such as
Lead and Monosodium Glutamate (MSG) which cause extensive dam-
age to liver, kidneys and brain; using celebrity endorsements to make
irrational claims need decisive action against it.

As several studies done on the ill-effects of junk food containing
high levels of transfat, sugar and salt indicate that they cause high
blood pressure, cardiac problems, depression and kidney failure; it is
imperative to effectively control the manufacturing and sale of such
food and also make it mandatory to put appropriate warning(s) on the
label. Such products must be kept out of the reach of children. Be-
sides, testing and time-bound sampling of such food items at regular
intervals on the basis of stringent standards is required.

So far as such labeling is concerned, the disease-causing A-1
category of milk and the healthy A-2 category should be clearly marked.
It’s a fact that all breeds of Indian cow produce the healthy A-2 cate-
gory of milk.

Keeping in view the results of researches done on different un-
healthy food items, Swadeshi Jagran Manch demands that the Govern-
ment should properly frame standards for ‘ready to eat’ from content to
labeling and also provide a provision for rigorous punishment for viola-
tion of the standards. The Government should penalize the companies
who indulge in the production and sale of such hazardous food items
and also completely prohibit them from doing business in the country.
The Manch also appeals to the countrymen that they should boycott the
products of such companies and create awareness in the society. q

Need to Effectively Control
Food Items Hazardous to Health

Resolution
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The Narendra Modi government, which has been facing ire of opposition
parties and also of its friends after promulgation of several ordinances,
has been under stress to get the stamp of  parliament on these ordinances.

The NDA government heaved a sigh of  relief  when it was successful in getting
the insurance bill passed in both the houses of parliament. The bill sought to raise
the cap of foreign investment from 26 per cent to 49 per cent and passed it with
the support of  the Congress party.

The argument of  the government is that the insurance sector is ‘starved of ’
investment and therefore is finding it difficult to grow for want of  resources.
With the help of  foreign investment this sector will grow. The investment now
coming would not only reach the people who are untouched by insurance, it
would also help improve the insurance facilities in the country. Another argument
is that by expanding the role of foreign companies in this sector, new kinds of
insurance products (policies) would enter the market and newer technology would
get a boost.

The Centre does not agree with the opponents of FDI in insurance that
private companies with enhanced foreign investment can exploit customers. The
government says it is not possible because there is a strong regulatory mechanism
in place. The government’s argument is that the Insurance Regulatory and Devel-
opment Authority (IRDA) keeps vigil on the functioning of  insurance companies.

It is notable that during NDA-I regime, when Yashwant Sinha was the finance
minister, FDI was allowed in the insurance sector. However, during the UPA re-
gime, when bill was introduced in parliament to raise FDI cap to a higher limit, the
standing committee of  the parliament, under the chairmanship of  the same Yash-
want Sinha, opposed it stating that there is no need to raise FDI cap. He argued that
to expand their business, insurance companies can raise domestic resource. But, the
government did not accept the recommendations of the committee.

FDI in Insurance:
Not for the Common Man

Ever since the
private players with

foreign investment
were allowed in the

insurance sector,
burden of premium

has been rising,
explains

Dr. Ashwani
Mahajan

STUDY
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Facts on the pros and cons of
the foreign investment in insurance
do not confirm the government’s
argument that the bill is in the best
interest of the common man.

Claim Settlement Ratio: There
are two types of life insurance
companies functioning in the coun-
try. In the public sector there is one
entity – the Life Insurance Corpo-
ration of India (LIC) – and there
are 23 companies in the in the pri-
vate sector providing life insurance.

Of this, 22 companies have
stakes of  foreign companies. Cus-
tomers of private companies face
a very high rate of  claim rejections.
We see that in 2012-13, private
companies rejected 7.85 per cent
claims whereas in the case of LIC,
rejection rate was only 1.2 per cent.

For this reason and with the
faith of people in LIC, private life
insurance companies could not
capture much insurance business in
the country. It is notable that all 23
private insurance companies to-
gether could garner a business of
only 74 lakh life insurance policies

as against 368 lakh policies issued
by the LIC alone.

Lapse and forfeiture ratio
The annual report of  IRDA

says that although business of pri-
vate insurance companies registered
a decline of 7 per cent, 35.3 lakh
life insurance policies, issued by
them in the past, either lapsed or
were forfeited in a single year. To-
tal insured sum of these lapsed and
forfeited policies was Rs 82,061
crore. In the case of the major pri-
vate life insurance company, Birla
Sunlife, this ‘lapse and forfeiture’
ratio was 61.3 per cent, against only
5.6 per cent in case of LIC!

The general insurance sector:
Ever since the private players

with foreign investment were al-
lowed in the insurance sector, bur-
den of  premium has been rising.
For instance, the mediclaim policy,
which used to cost nearly Rs 4,000
annually for a family of four, now
costs nearly Rs 11,000 annually.
Insurance companies argue that this
hike has been necessitated due to

an increase in medical claims. Sim-
ilarly, the third party insurance
which is mandatory for all vehicle
owners, now costs up to Rs 16,000
as against Rs 1600 before privati-
sation. Premium rates of almost all
types of insurances have been ris-
ing after private players entered the
insurance business.

Are private insurance compa-
nies only for the cities and the rich?
The argument of the FDI apolo-
gists is demolished with the fact that
LIC has 44 per cent branches in
rural and semi-urban areas, where-
as private companies have only 28
per cent branches in these areas. The
government’s argument that the
hike in the FDI cap in the sector
would benefit the poor is also not
correct. The private companies
generally cater to the rich and the
super rich. This is evident from the
fact that the average first year pre-
mium of life insurance companies
issued by private companies was
Rs 41,525 whereas it was Rs
20,830 in case of the LIC.

About the government’s con-
tention that growth of sector is
constrained by lack of resources,
it does not hold water as there is
no dearth of resources with the
LIC or general public sector insur-
ance companies. Recently, the LIC
handed over a cheque for Rs 1,635
crore to the finance minister.

As against this, the foreign
companies being invited to raise
their stakes are themselves on the
verge of  bankruptcy. For instance
the AIG, a US insurance company
which is world’s largest insurance
firm, virtually collapsed in 2008.
Without a bailout package of $182
million, the AIG would have
ceased to exist. q q

(The writer is Associate Professor, PGDAV
College, University of Delhi)

Sum of  lapsed and
forfeited policies of
Private insurance
companies was Rs

82,061 crore.

In 2012-13, private
companies rejected
7.85 per cent claims

against 1.2 percent by
LIC.
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India’s china fascination is growing and BJP Government seems determined
to normalise bilateral relations with China. Earlier visit to India by Chinese
president and recent visit by Indian Prime Minister to China are evidence to it.

China is India’s neighbour and Chinese once loudly proclaimed ‘Chini-Hindi
Bhai-Bhai’. Indians also trusted and believed Chinese till 1962 war that smashed
this belief  and made Indian suspicious of  China. For many years China was a
closed state. India also recovered from 1962 war and slowly positioned itself as
nuclear power. Time passed by and world moved towards globalisation and
integration of  world economies. China opened up its doors and started partic-
ipating in world affairs and world trade, and, within a short span, became an
important player in world affairs with its growing size of economy and result-
ant diplomatic weightage. India, on the other hand, with all its high growth rates
and economic liberalisation, remained dependent on help from western world
and advice from westernised experts. Many Indians, including politicians, bu-
reaucrats and experts are fascinated by Chinese progress and eager to know
their secret. Many among, believe that China is after all Indian neighbour and
the era of ‘Chini-Hindi Bhai-Bhai’ can be brought back. BJP Government seems
aware of all the tensions in Chinese relations and still dare to move closer to
China. India-China’s good gestures and good talks, however, may not be suffi-
cient to bring positive changes in India-China relations simply because Indian
concerns and worries are more.

India-China once were good neighbours
India share the border of more than 4000 Kms with China covering almost

entire Himalayan range except the borders of  Bhutan and Nepal. Historically,
Indians and Chinese were known for their travel and trade and not for their

Indian China Fascination & Indian Worries

India accounts for
little more than 1%

in China’s total
foreign trade when
China accounts for
over 5% of India’s
total foreign trade.

China is flooding
Indian market with

cheap products and
driving local

manufacturers out
of business,

highlights
Anil Javalekar
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aggressions. Their ancient border
was famous for silk trade. India-
China trade and cultural interac-
tions were right from the first cen-
tury BC or before. Indian Buddha
bhikshuk travelled to China and
Buddhism was once China’s state
religion. Chinese travellers such as
Fa Hsien, Sung Yun, Hsuan Tsang
and I Tsing visited India during AD
400 -700 and introduced Chinese
culture to India. Europeans, how-
ever, disturbed silk trade; their trade
and colonial domination destroyed
self-sufficient socio-economic struc-
tures of  both the countries. China
was free from imperialism in 1912
and Its Communist revolution
brought a new government in 1949.
After Indian freedom in 1947 In-
dia also followed policies of state
intervention in socio-economic life
and aimed at socialistic pattern of
society thus had no basic ideologi-
cal differences with China.

1962 India-China war changed
everything

Indians can possibly never
forget the defeat in 1962 war with

China where more than 7000 In-
dian soldiers died, captured or
wounded. This was not a simple
Indian military failure. It was a set-
back to Indian attitude and attempt
to normalise bilateral relations
with Panchsheel philosophy of co-
existence.  China betrayed panchs-
heel agreement of 1954, thrust 1962
war and occupied some of Indian
territories. More than that, it still
claim for more territories in far
north east side border (Arunachal
Pradesh). This 1962 war and claims
of more territories changed Indi-
an perception of China.

China’s trade with India is wor-
risome

India-China bilateral trade
that started as a confidence build-
ing measure is now worrisome to
India. India’s economic reforms
since 1991 and opening of its
trade borders helped China to in-
crease its exports to India. The
level of bilateral trade between the
two countries was insignificant (of
few million dollars) in 1991 but
within a short period, China be-
came India’s single most impor-
tant trading partner. Tragically, the
trade remained favourable  to
China. Remember, growing trade
is not the worry but unfavourable
trade balances are. India’s bilater-

al trade deficit with China reached
to an unsustainable level of US$
48.43 billion in 2015 and a too-
large trade deficit with a country
that is not a friend poses a greater
risk. Important, India accounts
for little more than 1% in China’s
total foreign trade when China ac-
counts for over 5% of  India’s to-
tal foreign trade. Many Indians
believe, and that is more or less a
fact, that China is flooding Indian
market with cheap products and
driving local manufacturers out of
business. India’s major items of
export to China remained iron
and chrome ore, plastic and lino-
leum, marine products, cotton
yarn and fabrics, organic and in-
organic chemicals, dye interme-
diates, bulk drugs and pharma-
ceuticals, construction quality wire
rods, tobacco and tea. China’s
exports to India, however in-
clude items like raw silk and silk
yarn, coking coal, chemicals, puls-
es, mercury and antimony, fresh-
water pearls, pig iron, newsprint
and above all several consum-
er items that threaten the sur-
vival of Indian small  entrepre-
neurs. Higher trade deficit is
more serious for a country like
India which faces consistent bal-
ance of payments problem. As
is known, India is dependent on
its hard earned foreign currency
reserves and cannot print rupees
as United State can print its dol-
lars to meet the foreign trade
transactions.

China is ambitious in world af-
fairs

China opened to world in
1970s and entered WTO in 2001.
Its recent impressive economic
growth along with increased mil-
itary capabilities made China in-
ternationally influential; many treat

China opened to
world in 1970s and
entered WTO in
2001.
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China second only to
the United States. Chi-
na’s ambition to be-
come super power is
not hidden and it is
consciously planning
to make it a reality.
First, China has man-
aged its trade balanc-
es with large surplus-
es and large foreign
capital inflows result-
ing in accumulation of
massive foreign exchange re-
serves, reaching over $3.7 trillion
in 2015. Second, Chinese com-
panies entered in world markets
in a big way, selling Chinese prod-
ucts and building infrastructure
projects, giving China a better
place in world economic order.
Third, China has built its military
power that can challenge even
United States. Fourth, China is
changing world financial order to
its terms; it has planned new Silk
Road and has established separate
international BRICS bank with its
domineering role. Also establish-
ing its currency- Renminbi (RMB)
- in world trade. Fifth, China is
showing moderations in trade af-
fairs but taking tough position in
territorial disputes and has be-
come assertive to its claims.

Indian worries
China and India are ancient

neighbours with more similarities
than differences in their culture, lif-
estyles values and socio-economic
structures and these can help man-
age relations with each other. How-
ever,  today’s human wor ld is
known for its marked geographies
and different politico-socio-eco-
nomic set-ups. Most influential fac-
tors in the world remained mili-
tary power and resultant econom-
ic might. This status may not

change much in near future though
poor countries may gain confidence
and voice through international
organisations. India-China togeth-
er can play important role in the
changing world scenario subject to
settlement of their own neighbour-
ly problems. And here, Indian
worries are more and Chinese re-
sponse may not be friendly.

First is the Himalayan wor-
ry. Historically, India and China
were known by their cultures and
its geographical spread. Very long
past, imperial and colonial adven-
tures and their trade convenience
and perceptions changed many of
these geographical boundaries. In-
dian partition in 1947 and creation
of Pakistan has made western bor-
der sensitive. Chinese aggression in
1962 and occupation of Indian
territories made the border issue
more serious. Additionally, Hima-
layan area is of Rivers and water
resources. India share about 16
major rivers with China and every
happening to these rivers and wa-

ter resources is a mat-
ter of concern. The is-
sue, therefore, is not of
simple border marking.
China’s build up in this
area and support to Pa-
kistan in its adventures
are equally important
concerns.

Second worry is
of Indian Ocean. In-
dia so far concentrated
more on land borders

mainly with China and Pakistan.
China’s rising profile in Indian
Ocean has brought ocean issue to
the forefront and it is good that
BJP government has given priori-
ty to Indian Ocean policies. Oceans
are important as 90% of Indian
trade by volume and 90% of oil
imports take place through sea.
India has coastline of 7500 km,
1200 islands and 2.4 million square
kilometres of Exclusive Economic
Zone. Growing Illegal activities in-
cluding terrorists’ movement in
Indian Ocean are matters of con-
cern. China’s proposed new Silk
Road is now an additional worry.
The new Silk Road will run
through land and sea and cover
continents of Asia, Europe and
Africa. The proposed sea route is
from China’s coast to Europe
through the South China Sea and
the Indian Ocean to the South Pa-
cific. This will increase activities in
Indian Ocean and will affect Indi-
an national security and foreign
trade relations.

Third worry is of  China’s
Military and economic Might.
There is no purpose undermin-
ing China’s growing military and
economic might. European and
US domination is being chal-
lenged not because of their weak
military power but their reduced

China and India are
ancient neighbours

with more similarities
than differences in

their culture
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economic might. China so far has
created space for itself not by its
direct military show offs but by
its domineering world trade that
took it to number one position
in world exports. Indian worry
is more because of collapse of
its small entrepreneur led manu-
facturing sector due to Chinese
cheap products and resultant huge
trade deficit. China’s GDP com-
position of  Industry and Servic-
es is better than India’s where ser-
vice sector has left far behind
Indian Industrial sector. It is true
that India-China are not compa-
rable except that of population
and differ in geographical area,
natural resources and governance
systems. India need to worry
China’s growing military power
and economic influences because
China has forcefully occupied In-
dian territories, still claim more
and support Pakistan.

India need to be cautious
National politico-economic

strategies and policies are always
selfish and protective and neither
western countries nor China are
exceptions. The US and European
countries, even Japan, are going
through economic crisis and China
came to their rescue by opening its
economy. China’s administered eco-
nomic growth and status may not
sustain long as China has problems
similar to many of emerging econ-
omies including India. More it
opens to the world more will it loose
it’s so called advantage of cheap la-
bour, administered prices and sta-
ble currency. China’s manufacturing
is also more of assembling and ex-
porting and is dependent on other
countries. India, therefore, need to
be cautious of powerful selfish
world that makes everything com-
petitive and uncertain so to exploit
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resourceful weak.

India need to be strong and self-
reliant

Tragedy is that India is not
learning lessons from other world
economies and their collapses and
follows the same failed routs for
economic prosperity like real es-
tate sponsored urbanisation and
export led growth. As is known,
housing bubbles caused the col-
lapse of economies in Japan, US
and other countries. China is also
likely to face this challenge. Similar
is the fate of export led growth
model. More the failures of these
models more will the protection-
ist tendencies and more will be the
military show offs by powerful
countries including China. India
need to prepare for such show offs
with strong military and a self-reli-
ant economy.

q q
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Over half  a century ago, Prof.J S Mitchell CBE, FRS of  Cambridge Uni-
versity UK, delivered a series of lectures on just one theme—”Cancer:
If curable, why not cured?” This question still remains unanswered. The

cancer patient is normally treated with surgery, radiation and chemotherapy or a
combination thereof. The chemotherapy invariably becomes an integral part of
cancer treatment despite high costs and serious side effects of  anti-cancer drugs.
Therefore, newer chemo-drugs with greater efficacy and fewer side effects are
being constantly developed by several multinational pharmaceutical companies.

In general, the development of new drugs begins with the testing for their
efficacy on suitable in-vitro cell systems followed by experiments on laboratory-
bred small animals like rodents. Such animal experiments are monitored and reg-
ulated by institutional animal ethics committees constituted under The Prevention
of Cruelty to Animals Act 1960, amended in 1982. The promising drugs are then
firstly tested for their toxicity in healthy human volunteers in Phase-I trials. Subse-
quently, the drug enters into Phase-II trials and is tested for efficacy on a limited
number of identified patients against the existing standard care. If there be defi-
nite positive results, the new drug is tried on a larger population of patients in a
randomized manner—the Phase III trials. It then qualifies to be submitted to the
regulatory authorities for clearance to be marketed for human use.

India emerged as the most favoured place for such studies since costs in-
volved in clinical trials are far less than in the Western countries. There is abun-
dance of patients with a large ethnic diversity and a highly trained medical man-
power that is gullible and always willing to give the go-by to rules and regulations
for some favours. In the recent past, numerous clinical trials were being conduct-
ed unethically but were never publicised till the ill-famed Indore Trials at MGM
Medical College and MY Hospital conducted during 2005-2010, where doctors
were reported to have illegally earned in the range of ‘40 lakh–56 lakh. Oddly
enough, 77 per cent of the patients in these trials were reported to be children

Protect Cancer Patients from Inhuman
Trials

Numerous clinical
trials are being

conducted
unethically, where

doctors are reported
to illegally earn
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patients in these
trials are reported
to be children and
some others were

undergoing
treatment in

psychiatric clinics,
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and some others were undergoing
treatment in psychiatric clinics.
These trials were not even ap-
proved by any institutional ethics
committee, which is the basic stat-
utory requirement in the country.
The public uproar awakened the
drug regulators leading to promul-
gation of stringent new rules to the
great displeasure of  the pharma
companies and greedy physicians.
The flourishing clinical research in-
dustry in India nosedived.

Now as it stands, all clinical
trials are to be cleared and ap-
proved by the institutional review
boards (IRBs) or institutional eth-
ics committees (IECs), which look
into the scientific merits of the
project as well as the ethical aspects
of patient care. The IRBs and IECs
are constituted according to guide-
lines of the Indian Council of
Medical Research and are required
to be registered with the Drug
Controller  General of India
(DCGI). All clinical trials using new
drugs are also to be registered with
the DCGI. To further facilitate clin-
ical trials in India, a number of in-
dependent Clinical Research Or-
ganisations (CROs)  have also
emerged with their own IRBs.

It is to be emphasised that in
all clinical trials the informed con-
sent of  patients is mandatory. It
ought to be of free will, without
fear or force and coercion or al-
lurement of any kind. It is the re-
sponsibility of the investigating cli-
nician to explain to the patient and
ensure that the patient understands
the objectives of the research; the
risks involved in it and also assure
the patient at the same time that
there would be no disadvantages
on declining to participate. The
regulatory authorities now require
video recording of the event while

the patient is being explained by the
investigating clinician.

Under such circumstances, the
consent of children or mentally
sick patients is not acceptable. So
is the case of prison inmates, stu-
dents and junior staff working with
the investigating clinical team who
might be coerced or forced. These
are vulnerable subjects and special
care has to be taken while they are
recruited in the clinical trials.

Cancer is the most dreaded
disease. The patient is half-dead on
hearing the word. It is this already
half-dead person who is likely to
be included in cancer related clini-
cal trials. Is then a cancer patient a
vulnerable person? Yes, because
vulnerability arises from weakness-
es—physical, mental and financial.
In the Indian context, the very
word “cancer” makes a person
psychologically vulnerable. It is
more so when the poorer section
of our society is involved. The il-
literate and psychologically de-
pressed skeleton-like cancer patient,
when asked to give his consent,
often faces a white apron clad well-
dressed highly educated clinician.
Can he/she say “NO”? He will be
prepared to agree to anything that
may give him some hope to live a
little longer, maybe, to fulfill his
family obligations. He is mentally
disadvantaged to imbibe the es-
sence of the lecture that the inves-

tigating clinician gives to obtain his
consent. He would just nod to have
understood what was spoken. The
court may not agree to this.

In the case of an adivasi girl,
Sonia, in 2012, the Bombay High
Court disagreed with the conclusions
of the highly specialised hospital
committee assessing her average IQ
value for kidney donation and ob-
served: “It is submitted that Peti-
tioner No.1 is a tribal from Chhat-
tisgarh and that considering her ed-
ucation and social background she
would not be in a position to an-
swer the questions put by the Hos-
pital Committee or the Authoriza-
tion Committee in the manner in
which the committee members re-
siding in Mumbai would expect a
lady of  her age to answer.”

In such circumstances, a can-
cer patient is certainly a vulnerable
person and needs special care while
giving consent for inclusion in clin-
ical trials. An independent person
ought to be present to certify that
the information given by the inves-
tigating clinician has been under-
stood by the paztient sufficiently
enough to give consent.

The present system of an at-
testing witness signing on the pa-
tient’s Informed Consent Form is
inadequate and would prove bad
in law. q q

The author is a practising lawyer and a retired scient ist
formerly with BARC, Mumbai, and IAEA, Vienna.

In all clinical
trials the
informed

consent of
patients is

mandatory.
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Even as global foreign direct investment (FDI) fell by 16 per cent in 2014 to
$ 1.23 trillion, India leads regional FDI inflows to South Asia that rose to
$ 41 billion. The FDI inflows to India surged by 22 per cent to about $ 34

billion. Developing economies attracted $ 681 billion worth FDI.
India improved its position to ninth top host country for FDI in 2014, over

its rank of  15th in 2013, the UN Conference on Trade and Development
(UNCTAD)’s World Investment Report 2015 (WIR) says. India was also the in-
vestor in outward FDI with 9.8 billion, marking an increase of 486 per cent over
2013. However it does not figure in the first top 20 countries for FDI outflows.

The WIR came out with the positive note about India and nine other devel-
oping countries including Brazil, China, Hong Kong and Singapore. The report is
hopeful that FDI inflows to India are likely to maintain an upward trend in the
current year as economic recovery gains ground. The observation is in sync with
the latest assertions of finance minister Arun Jaitley during his recent US visit. The
WIR says that in terms of  the sectoral composition of  FDI inflows, manufactur-
ing is likely to gain strength, as policy efforts to revitalize the industrial sector are
sustained to boost the Make in India initiative.

India, according to UNCTAD, remains the most promising economies for
investors. It remains among the top seven economies for outward FDI and third
prospective home economies. India’s policy initiative during the last one year by
Narendra Modi government in increasing FDI cap, 47 liberalisation moves and 16
other steps were noted as giving boost to not only Indian economy but to the entire
region. India can be top favourite if it could be free of corruption, politicking on
economic issues and centre-state disputes are reduced for a clear investment path.

The WIR notes the fragility of  the global economy, policy uncertainty for
investors and geo-political risks, particularly in the Euro zone. New investments
were also offset by some large disinvestments in the developed world. One of the
biggest disinvestments was by Vodafone Wireless in the US.

India among top FDI destinations; MNCs
dodge taxes: UN

OBSERVATION

The UN body,
UNCTAD, notes that

wide tax evasion
practices by the

MNCs needs to be
checked vigorously

through
international
efforts, finds

Shivaji Sarkar
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China became the largest re-
cipient of world FDI at whopping
$ 129 billion followed by Hong
Kong $ 103 billion and the US $
92 billion. It also highlights the risks
for India, particularly from China,
which is increasing investments in
Pakistan. Chinese companies will
invest $ 45.6 billion in Pakistan in
the electricity and transport infra-
structure – projects that give ac-
cess to mainland China to Arabian
Sea and Indian borders.

China has become the largest
source of FDI to Sri Lanka as well.
A joint venture between two Lan-
kan companies and China Mer-
chants Holdings has invested $ 500
million in Colombo container ter-
minal. A China-Sri Lanka free trade
agreement is ready to be signed.
This would open up Sri Lankan
business to exploit the Chinese
market. Trade between the two
countries has reached $ 3.6 billion.
With Chinese efforts at building
Maritime Silk Route more Chinese
investments are to flow into large
infrastructure projects.

The report stated that the
strong balance sheets of local en-
terprises allow China’s capital mar-
kets to have a steady source of
funds and help keep the yuan’s ex-
change rate stable. Something India
and its corporate have to learn to
strengthen rupee. The automotive
industry has been identified as one
of the key industries to spur Indian

growth. India bagged majority of
green field investment projects by
global automakers and first-tier
spare parts suppliers in South Asia
during 2013-14, including 12
projects above $ 100 million.

Inward FDI has led to the
emergence of a number of indus-
trial clusters in India, including
those  around Delhi, Mumbai,
Chennai and Bengaluru. Despite
difference in the pattern of devel-
opment, the report notes possibil-
ities of new FDI.

On a smaller but significant
scale, Bangladesh, Nepal, Pakistan
and Sri Lanka recorded greenfield
investments. India’s Mahindra &
Mahindra is investing $ 200 mil-
lion in a light commercial vehicles
plant in Bangladesh. India’s grow-
ing automotive industry shows
potential of a positive “spill-over
effect” to productive capacity
building in South Asia. The WIR
notes the capacity of India to be-
come investment source for South
Asia and create a regional market.

Foreign sales and assets of
multinationals globally expanded
faster than their domestic units. It
generated added value of about $
7.9 trillion. But there is a catch to
it. It also caused immense losses to
the developing economies. The
MNCs shifted out profits affect-
ing sustainable development of the
developing countries.

Many tax havens like Mauri-

tius, Luxemburg and British Vir-
gin Islands accounted for 30 per
cent FDIs. Recently Mauritius has
agreed to exchange information
from 2017. But it remains a con-
cern for countries like India. Glo-
bally developing economies lose
about $ 100 billion as taxes to off-
shore hubs, UNCTAD estimates.

Calling for wide tax evasion
practices by the MNCs, the UN
body noted that this needed to be
checked vigorously through inter-
national efforts. However, it also
noted that foreign affiliates of
MNCs contribute about $ 730 bil-
lion in taxes, royalty, and licence
payments. About 50 per cent of the
outgo is for corporate income tax,
customs duties and labour costs.

The manufacturing world-
wide has received less attention.
Since 2012, services accounted for
63 per cent of global FDI, more
twice the share of manufacturing
at 26 per cent. This remains a chal-
lenge for Make in India and needs
to be corrected. The path is not easy
with an open global trade and some
manufacturing hubs in China and
the East meeting most global needs.
It requires incentivizing localized
manufacturing in a number of ways.
India’s moves are lauded but are not
considered sufficient.

Overall the investment cli-
mate is improving and the world
economy is trying to come out of
the recent worst recession of 2008.
The FDI inflows are projected to
grow by 11 per cent to $ 1.4 tril-
lion in 2015 and to $ 1.7 trillion in
2017. Developed countries are to
see increases of  3 percent a year.

India would see expansion of
its economy. Its FDI flow may
touch $ 50 billion a year in the next
two years – something to rejoice
in intensely competitive world. qq

Globally
developing

economies lose
about $ 100

billion as taxes
to offshore hubs

Observation
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The BJP Governments of Maharashtra and Haryana have made strict the
laws for cow protection prevalent in those states. Thinking is that prohibi-
tion of  killing of  the cow will help conserve that species. People will get

invigorating cow milk instead of the dull buffalo milk. The village economy will
also be made better. These objectives are laudable but there is little chance of  their
being attained by prevention of cow slaughter alone. Of what use is a putting the
living cow in a coma? Need is to make policies that make it profitable for the
farmers to keep cows on their farmstead.

Laws to ban slaughter of  cows are not new. Many states have laws provid-
ing for differing levels of  punishments for this act. Yet, numbers of  cows has
continued to dwindle. Reason is that it has become unprofitable for the farmer to
maintain cows. The cow likes to graze. Straw that is produced from the crops has
always been fed to the cows. But the amount of  manure produced from this has
never been sufficient to maintain the fertility of the soil. Therefore, the manure
produced by the cow from the consumption of straw was supplemented by
manure produced from grazing. Our villages had large areas of  common lands
where the cows used to graze. Very often they did not need any supplemental
food in form of  straw. The only cost in rearing them was that of  labour to take
them for grazing. They produced milk and manure virtually for free. The manure
produced from these two sources was sufficient to maintain the nutrient balance
of the soil.

This happy circumstance has since been disturbed. The common grazing
lands have largely been diverted. Powerful people have captured them. The State
Governments too have diverted large areas for making schools and other uses. In
the result, the cow does not have access to grazing. The production of  manure
from grazing lands has reduced. Cows are now largely living off the straw pro-
duced from the fields. As a result the total amount of  cow manure produced is
less. The reduction of  manure produced by cows has forced the farmers to use
more chemical fertilizers. And, having got used to chemical fertilizers, they now

Economics of the cow
FOCUS

Government must
focus on changing

the economics of the
cow and make it

profitable for the
farmer to keep a

cow. Banning
slaughter may be

considered
thereafter, pleads

Dr Bharat
Jhunjhunwala
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Focus

find it cumbersome to collect the
dung, prepare it and spread it into
the fields. It is easier to spread the
chemical fertilizers. The depen-
dence of  the farmer on the cow
for the production of manure has
evaporated into thin air.

The subsides provided by the
Government on chemical fertiliz-
ers has not helped. These subsidies
were put in place in wake of the
droughts that plagued the country
in the sixties. That was a necessary
emergency response. But we have
unduly extended the policy. As a
result the farmer has continually
found it profitable to use cheap
chemical fertilizers and has avoid-
ed maintaining a large herd of
cows in order to produce the re-
quired quantity of manure. A pro-
posal was made during the previ-
ous NDA Government to import
cow dung from the developed
countries. That was not allowed
then. I think that was a mistake.
Organic manure made from cow
dung is more effective in maintain-
ing the nutrient balance in the soil
than chemical fertilizers. Inorganic
N-P-K fertilizers harden and kill
the living soil. It is time to retrace
that step. The Government must
import cow dung, convert it into
manure and distribute at subsidized
rates to the farmers. This will cre-
ate a positive attitude among farm-
ers towards the organic manures

and, in turn, encourage them to
maintain cows. This will help pre-
serve the soil health as well.

The cost of labour that is re-
quired to take the cow for grazing
has become prohibitive. MNREGA
had led to an increase in cost of
labour. The promotion of  child
education has led to the children not
taking the cows for grazing. That
has made it difficult to maintain
cows. The farmer finds it profit-
able to maintain buffalo because it
is a sedentary animal. The straw is
fed to the buffalo in the shed and
the animal is happy to sit whole day
and convert it into milk. Foreign
breeds of cows like the Jersey too
are sedentary. But the Jersey is not
considered holy. Perhaps the quali-
ty of milk produced by Jersey cows
is inferior to the milk produced by
desi cows. The Government must
take up an ambitious programme
to breed sedentary desi cows so that
the cost of grazing can be reduced.

The tractor has eliminated the
need for bullocks. We have become
self-sufficient in food grains, in part,
due to this machine. It has become
possible to cultivate large areas in
a short time with the help of trac-
tor. As a result the area under cul-
tivation has increased. But this has
created a major problem for the
male progeny of  the cow. They are
no longer required. The farmer has
to feed the precious straw to the

bullocks. The farmer prefers to
maintain buffalo instead of cow
for this reason.

The practice of  determining
the price of milk on basis of fat
has not helped either. Buffalo milk
has more fat than cow milk. But
the “Solid Non Fats” or SNFs are
more in cow milk. SNF is very
healthy and good for the develop-
ment of the mind of children. But
people are not aware of this dif-
ference between the milk of the
cow and the buffalo. As a result
they ask for “milk” rather than
“cow milk.” It is necessary to
make a law that requires the man-
ufacturers to state whether the milk
is cow milk or buffalo milk and
what is the SNF content. A mas-
sive education programme to edu-
cate the people on the benefits of
cow milk must be undertaken. These
measures will lead to an increase in
the price of cow milk vis-à-vis buf-
falo milk and make it profitable for
the farmer to maintain cows.

Various experiments have
been made in the country on the
medical benefits of cow urine. I
have known persons who have tak-
en cow urine capsules with benefi-
cial results. But the number of
cows required to produce these
medications will be small. These
benefits will not majorly alter the
economics in favour of  the cow.

The fundamental point is that
government policies must focus on
changing the economics of the
cow. It simply will not do to have
economic policies that make it a
loss proposition for the farmer to
keep a cow; and hope that ban on
slaughter will save her. The Gov-
ernment must rectify the underly-
ing economic policies on priority
basis. Banning slaughter may only
be considered thereafter. q q

SNFs are
more in

cow milk.
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The Freedom Movement
(Untold stories)

Provisional government of
Free India

The only hope then rested on
the activities of Subash Chandra
Bose who declared Provisional
Govt. of Free India at Singapore
on 21 October 1943. Maulana
Azad wrote that Gandhiji during
this time, iniside the prison was
exclaiming very often about the
triumphant march of INA led by
Subash Bose. The Provisonal govt.
of free India was recognised by
Japan, Germany, Italy, Croatia,
Burma, Thailand, Nationalist Chi-
na, Philipines and Manchuria. Ne-
taji was accorded the honour due
to a Head of  the State in Tokyo
by Japanese Emperor who hand-
ed over Andaman and Nicobar
islands to him, Netaji visited the
two islands on 31 December 1943
and renamed those as “Saheed and
Swaraj” islands. With “Delhi Cha-
lo” slogan the Regiments of INA
in their victory march reached
Mowdock just 50 miles off Cox-
Bazar (East Bengal) in May 1944.
The soldiers of INA fighting for
the liberation of India with Indian
soldiers fighting under the British
Govt. to restore British rule over

HISTORY

— Saroj Kumar Mitra —

India, were inspired by that intense
love for motherland and for rec-
ognising it one needed a qualifica-
tion which was found lacking
among the post-independent Indi-
an leaders. Thus the India Gate in
New Delhi with its Amar Jyoti did
not have a single name of these
freedom fighters except those who
fought to put India under British
rule. Reaching Indian territory the
soldiers of INA rolled themselves
on the soil, kissing the motherland
hoisted the National flag and sang,
“Kadarn Kadam Badahe Ja” .....the
marching song of INA. On 19
March 1944, INA crossed the east-
ern border of India and hoisted
the Tricolour flag at Moriang near
Imphal.

But the forward march of
INA could not be continued due
to non-supply of  arms by Japan.
Since March 1944 Japan stopped
supplying arms to INA as its war
effort concentrated in the Pacific
region to thwart American offen-
sives. Despite this the INA fought
with the regular troops and cap-
tured 150 miles of territory in In-
dia suffering 4000 casualties.

As Japan was retreating and
signs of its surrender were noticed
Subash Bose left Rangoon and ar-
rived at Singapore in April 1945.
Seeing the Japanese army officers
being totally disillusioned Subash
Bose le ft for Bangkok. From
Bangkok through Radio broad-
casts Netaji urged Indian Leaders
to reject Wavel’s proposals as Brit-

ain was not in a position to con-
tinue its hold over India being se-
verely affected by the war. He
urged repeatedly that a national
upsurge would over throw the last
remnants of British Empire in In-
dia. But leaders in India were a tired
lot who like Nehru intended to
have the comfort of power shar-
ing than to court arrest and chal-
lenge British authority.

On 15 August 1945 Japan
surrendered due to the most inhu-
man attack on its civil population
residing in the twin cities of Hiro-
sima and Nagasaki with Atom
Bombs by USA. The world civili-
sation was again blackened by the
white races and not a word of
protest was raised by Indian lead-
ers who surrendered parts of In-
dia to Jinnah.

Netaji left for Bangkok on 16
August 1945 and reached Formo-
sa on 18 August. The same day by
2 P.M. he was severely injured by
the plane crash and was removed
to the military Hospital at Taihoku.
The plane crash incident was total-
ly false as per Mukherjee Commis-
sion’s report in May 17, 2006. The
death of Bose was shrouded in
mystery as he preplanned the acci-
dent theory of his death before his
departure from Bangkok. But the
sacrifice and adventures of Netaji
were so thrilling that almost all
Congressmen including Nehru
were getting nervous whenever the
possibility of  Netaji’s reappearance
in India was rumored.
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History

(1945-1947)
The events followed were the

acts of national crime of vivisect-
ing Mother India by Congress lead-
ers on the basis of religion which
were like the short cut routes to
enjoy power and pelf.

In 1945 in the election to the
Central Legislative Assembly Con-
gress got 91.3% votes in non-Mus-
lim constituencies and Muslim
league got 86.6% of votes in Mus-
lim constituencies while nationalist
Muslims lost their deposits. Except
Bengal, Muslim League could not
get absolute majority anywhere to
form the govt. In Sind, the British
govt. favoured Muslim league to
form the govt.

Revolt by Indian Navy
On 18 February 1946, Navy

men revolted against the govt. by
taking over some ships and threat-
ened to fire from the ship-Talwar.
The British govt. was not in a po-
sition to fight against its Naval forc-
es. Soon the uprisings in the Navy
spread to Madras and Calcutta.
People of  Bombay observed Har-
tal supporting the Naval forces and
set fire to govt. buildings and
shops. Both Congress and Muslim
League denounced the naval forc-
es and asked govt. to crush it. Aru-
na Asaf  Ali who was at Bombay,
whom Navymen proposed to be
their leader, fled out of  Bombay.
The govt. killed 200 civilians at
Bombay through firing by the mil-
itary. Such brutal actions were en-
dorsed by the Congress leaders.
Perhaps, these leaders had some
vested interest in monopolising
patriotism among themselves and
downsizing every other effort
against the British govt.

Cabinet Mission
On 16 February 1946 Atlee

the Prime Minister of England
declared one Cabinet Mission con-
sisting of Pathik Lawrence ,
Stafford Cripps and A.N. Alex-
ander to visit India and negotiate
with Indian leaders on Constitu-
tional matters.

The Cabinet Mission when
arrived in India the Britishers could
no longer rely on Indians serving
in Army, Navy and Air force. Like
Chanakya winning over Indians
serving in the Greek army Subash
Bose did the same thing by win-
ning over Indians serving in the
army under the British govt. Thus
the sympathies of Indian soldiers’
to-wards their English Officers
were eroding and compared to
their numbers against the English
Officers, the situation was becom-
ing too uncertain.

But the Britishers had in Con-
gress their admirers and an obliged
Muslim League. So the politics of
manipulation started which was a
convenient game for the Britishers
than to risk their lives through
Naval uprisings.

Direct Action
On 16 August 1946, Jinnah

gave a call for “Direct Action.”
Massacres of Hindus occured in
Bengal in broad daylight and par-
ticularly in Calcutta under the
Govt. headed by Suharawardy. It
spread to other parts of India and
Muslims had to suffer in Bihar.

The total persons killed dur-
ing the riots including those Hin-
dus killed in Pakistan (Bangladesh)
till 1947-48 was in Lakhs and
Mountbatten was held responsible
for it not by any Indian but by the
English writers.

Partition of India
The Congress passed resolu-

tion accepting partition of India

with Gandhiji’s approval and rec-
ognised Pakistan in its meeting on
14, 15 June 1947.

The Hindu Maha Sabha op-
posed the  partition proposal.
Congress leaders like Chitram
Gidwani of Sind, Maulana Hafi-
zur Rehman and Dr. Kitchlew of
Punjab opposed partition pro-
posal.  Sr i Aurob indo from
Pondicherry issued statement op-
posingpartition of  india. Commu-
nists all along supported the de-
mand of Pakistan.

The resolution of Congress
accepting partition of India ex-
posed the basic assumptions of
Congress leaders about India which
they termed as Indian union but
not one indivisible unit called the
Mother India or Chinmayee Dur-
ga of  Aurobindo. To white wash
their sins of partition, Congress
leaders introduce  two words
called “secular and communal” the
thesis and its antithesis. Previously
national was thesis and communal
being antithesis. Dividing Punjab by
half and Bengal by more than that
were considered as secular acts.

Atlee’s Remark
In 1956, Atlee visited Calcut-

ta. In the Raj Bhawan, the acting
Governor of  West Bengal Phanib-
hushan Chakravorty the Chief Jus-
tice of Calcutta High Court asked
Atlee as to what made necessary
for the British to leave India in a
hurry, since the “Quit India move-
ment” of Gandhi died out long
before 1947? Atlee replied that the
activities of Subash Bose weakened
the very foundation of the attach-
ment of the Indian land and naval
forces to the British govt.

When asked about Gandhi’s
influence, Atlee replied with a smile,
“minimal.” q q

[End]
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At the Council for Trade-Relat-
ed Aspects of Intellectual

Property Rights (TRIPS) meeting ,
the US and Switzerland called on
the Council to end a 20-year mor-
atorium on what are called “non-
violation complaints,” Live Mint
reports.

While non-violation com-
plaints were rare even before the
moratorium, they could provide a
way for countries to challenge con-
troversial intellectual property pro-
visions such as Section 3(d) of
India’s Patents Act.

Background
Non-violation complaints are

one of three types of complaints
that can be filed against other coun-
tries under the General Agreement
on Tariffs and Trade (GATT):

– violation complaints
– non-violation complaints
– situation complaints
The complaints are defined in

the subparagraphs of Article XXI-
II:1 of GATT 1994:

1. “If any contracting party
should consider that any benefit ac-
cruing to it directly or indirectly un-
der this Agreement is being nulli-
fied or impaired or that the attain-
ment  of any  objec tive of the
Agreement is being impeded as the
result of:
a. the failure of another contract-

ing party to carry out its obliga-
tions under this Agreement, or

b. the application by another con-
tracting party of any measure,

US, Switzerland Campaign to End 20-Year
Moratorium on Non-Violation Complaints to WTO

whether or not it conflicts with
the provisions of this Agree-
ment, or

c. the existence of any other situ-
ation,

the contracting party may,
with a view to the satisfactory ad-
justment of the matter, make writ-
ten representations or proposals to
the other contracting party or par-
ties which it considers to be con-
cerned. Any contracting party thus
approached shall give sympathetic
consideration to the representations
or proposals made to it.”

Violation complaints, defined
in Article XXIII: 1(a), account for
most complaints made under
GATT. These complaints can be
made when a country’s failure to
adhere to GATT leads to the “nul-
lification or impairment of  a ben-
efit” to another member.

Non-violation complaints,
defined in Article XXIII: 1(b), can
be made when a member’s mea-
sures result in the “nullification or
impairment of  a benefit,” to an-
other member, whether or not the
policy or action violates GATT.
Non-violation complaints were
rare under GATT, however.  Since
the WTO came into being in 1995,
a moratorium (see Article 64(2) of
TRIPS) has been in place prevent-
ing members from exercising this
type of complaint.

Both the US and Switzerland
fought for non-violation com-
plaints to be included in TRIPS,
however, most members oppose

their inclusion in the agreement and
support either banning these com-
plaints or continuing the morato-
rium.

On the Horizon
The current moratorium on

non-violation complaints is set to
expire this year. While the US and
Switzerland are campaigning to
end the moratorium, India, Brazil
and 17 other countries have co-
sponsored a proposal to maintain
the moratorium.

The proposal argues that
TRIPS is designed to “establish
minimum standards of intellectual
property protection,” and not to
“protect market access or the bal-
ance of  tariff  concessions.” If
non-violation complaints are al-
lowed, WTO members would be
able to file complaints against oth-
er members over policies or ac-
tions that trigger an economic loss.

If the moratorium expires,
India could see a challenge to Sec-
tion 3(d) of its Patents Act, which
prevents pharmaceutical companies
from “evergreening” their patents.
Section 3(d) reads:

“the mere discovery of a new
form of  a known substance which
does not result in the enhancement
of the known efficacy of that sub-
stance or the mere discovery of any
new property or new use for a
known substance or of the mere
use of a known process, machine
or apparatus unless such known

[Conitnued on page no. 33]

SPOTLIGHT
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PERSPECTIVE

As dal prices go on an upswing, a harried government is trying to focus on
increasing domestic production. When Prime Minister Narendra Modi
called upon farmers to grow more pulses to reduce the dependence on

imports, he was not only voicing concern over the rising import bill, but also
wanting the country to become self-sufficient in pulses production.

Prime Minister is right. All efforts to increase production of pulses in the
past few years have not borne fruit to the extent desired. Although domestic
production had reached a high of 19.25 million tonnes in 2013-14, falling to
17.38 million tonnes the next year in 2014-15, but still India’s import of  pulses
continues to hover around 4 million tonnes. This is primarily the reason why the
trade finds it convenient to raise prices at every given opportunity.

In the past one year, a 64 per cent hike in the prices of pulses has been
observed with most common pulses available at a price exceeding Rs 100/kg in
the retail market. Much of this jump in prices has been seen in the past 3-4 weeks
after reports of  an impending drought in kharif became more pronounced. To
add fuel to the fire, the statement by Road Transport Minister Nitin Gadkari,
assuring the nation that the government will import large quantities of pulses to
meet any shortfall expected in the markets, is expected to send international prices
soaring.

The same mistake was earlier committed by the former Agriculture Minister
Sharad Pawar.  Some years back when he publicly stated that India will import
sugar to offset domestic shortfall in production, international prices had swung
to a record high. Consequently, the import bill on sugar grew. This is also true for
India’s import of  chemical fertilizers. India’s demand for fertilizer is instrumental
in keeping international prices high on an expectation of  increased imports. In
fact, how much will be India’s fertilizer import is something that has been mon-
itored by the global trade very meticulously.

What needs to be done in boosting
domestic production of pulses?

The hike in import
tariffs accompanied

by a nationwide
programme to

ensure procurement
of pulses by the

State agencies is the
two-pronged

approach required
to boost domestic

production of
pulses, suggests

Dr. Devinder
Sharma
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Ever since the weather fore-
cast indicated an overall fall of 12
per cent in monsoon rains, prices
of pulses – both nationally and in-
ternationally – have gone up dras-
tically. According to reports, the
future prices of tur from Myanmar
had gone up from $ 800/tonne to
$ 1150/tonne. Similarly, the futures
prices for chana in Australia swung
from $ 550/tonne in March t $ 775
tonne in June. Much of  India’s
imports are from Canada, Austra-
lia, Myanmar, Russia and Ukraine.

Although the government has
raised the Minimum Support Price
(MSP) of some of the important
kharif pulses, price alone may not
be enough to raise production in
the long run. While the price
of tur and urad have been raised
by Rs 275 and of moong by Rs
250 per quintal, the idea being to
give a message to farmers to shift
more area towards pulses, I have
always felt that unless the govern-
ment launches an assured procure-
ment programme for pulses, there
is little hope. What has been
achieved in wheat and rice is what
exactly needs to be done in case
of  pulses.

Augmenting production of
oilseeds and pulses in 60,000 villag-
es, with the Indian Council of Ag-
ricultural Research (ICAR) holding
6,000 crop demonstrations over the

years, is certainly welcome. But what
is required is a two-pronged ap-
proach if the government is any-
where serious in boosting domes-
tic production of pulses:  
1. Pulses attract zero per cent im-

port duty at present. As long as

process results in a new product
or employs at least one new reac-
tant [are not inventions within the
meaning of this act].”

Section 3(d) has allowed In-
dia’s patent office to follow a strict
approach to reviewing pharmaceu-
tical patent applications, and has
been used to deny patents for sev-
eral high-profile drugs for failing to
meet the standards of inventiveness
established in the clause. In recent
years, Section 3(d) has been used to
deny patents for Novartis’ cancer
drug Glivec and Gilead’s block-
buster hepatitis C drug Sovaldi.

For countries like the US and

Switzerland that have strong inno-
vative pharmaceutical sectors, non-
violation complaints could provide
a way to challenge other countries’
intellectual property laws through
WTO dispute settlement instead as
opposed to individual companies
taking the fight to local courts.

According to LiveMint, the
US and Switzerland are campaign-
ing to end the moratorium on non-
violation complaints before bring-
ing the issue to the WTO’s 10th
ministerial conference in Kenya this
December. If  the moratorium is
not extended, non-violation com-
plaints will be allowed. q q

import tariffs are not raised sub-
stantially, imports will continue
to act a dampener against any
move to raise production. The
Commission for Agricultural
Costs and Prices had recom-
mended raising the import tar-
iffs to 10 per cent, and the Min-
istry of Agriculture had been
toying to hike it to 20-30 per
cent. It is high time the import
tariffs are raised substantially.

2.  The hike in import tariffs has
to be accompanied by a nation-
wide programme to ensure
procurement of pulses by the
State agencies. What deters
farmers from undertaking cul-
tivation of pulses is the volatil-
ity in market prices and the lack
of an assured market. If only
the State governments were to
step in and purchase every grain
of legume that flows into the
markets, India will witness an
unprecedented jump in pulses
production. q q

[Conitnued from page no. 31]

US, Switzerland Campaign to End
20-Year Moratorium .......

Perspective

What deters farmers
from undertaking

cultivation of pulses is
the volatility in market

prices?
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India’s solar push draws foreign firms
 India’s $100 billion push into solar energy over

the next decade will be driven by foreign players as
uncompetitive local manufacturers fall by the way-
side, no longer protected by government restrictions
on the sector.  The money pouring into India’s solar
industry is likely to be soaked up by foreign-organ-
ised projects such as one run by China’s Trina Solar -
not the country’s own solar panel manufacturers. 
Softbank became the latest foreign player to enter
India’s solar market, leading an investment of  up to
$20 billion. The Japanese firm said it would consider
making solar panels locally, but with Taiwan’s Fox-
conn rather than a local manufacturer. 

“The smaller manufacturers of India, especially
the cell manufacturers, will be adversely hit because
they are unable to compete both on technology and
even on price structures,” said Jasmeet Khurana at
solar consultancy Bridge To India. India’s solar panel
makers can no longer turn to the Indian government
for help. The government is more concerned about
creating jobs quickly and ensuring plentiful power

supply in a country known for its many blackouts. 

No Compromise in rape case: SC
The Supreme Court has  held that there can be

no compromise in a rape case in the name of prom-
ising wedlock. An apex court bench headed by Jus-
tice Dipak Misra said that any compromise promis-
ing wedlock between a rape accused and the victim
compromises the dignity of the woman. The court
said that such a compromise lacks sensitivity on the
part of those promoting a settlement. Holding that
courts cannot take a soft approach on the issue, the
bench described as a spectacular error and lack of
sensitivity on the part of a lower court which had
allowed a rapist to go scot free by accepting an agree-
ment on wedlock.  The order came while accepting
the Madhya Pradesh government’s plea challenging a
lower court’s acquitting a man accused of  rape.

No revealation of medical expense of
judges

The Supreme Court has refused to entertain a

Environmental Displacement in Chhattisgarh
Poor villagers are being forced to leave their ancestral village in the Maoist hotbed in Chhattisgarh, not
because of the Naxal terror, but due to the river water turning red due to effluents discharged into it after
iron ore mining, says a report. Earlier many from Madadi village, located at a remote location in Dantewa-
da, left the place due to terror unleashed by the Naxals, but this time the reason for people migrating from
the place is different, reports PTI. Madadi village lies in the foot of Bailadila hills where country’s largest
iron-ore producer and exporter National Mineral Development Corporation (NMDC) has been extracting
iron ore for last four decades.

The valuable mineral has become a curse for people staying in the periphery. Dankini and Shankhani
rivers, the lifeline of Dantewada, in south Chhattisgarh have lost the sheen to iron ore, due to pollution of
red oxide discharged from the mines after iron ore extraction, said PTI report.  NMDC was allotted four
deposits in 1965 and one in 1967 in Bailadila, the name derived from ox humps as it resembles it from
different locations. A major part of production is exported to Japan. NMDC’s iron ore production during the
first half of 2014-15 was about 143.89 lakh tonnes.

In 2006, a private company was granted permission to set up a pipeline to transport iron ore from
Bailadila to Vishakhapatnam. The company also received permission to use the water resources to pump
iron ore sludge directly from the mine to Vishakhapatnam, said PTI report .

Kunjam was quoted as saying “NMDC has been providing compensation for the loss of land and
cattle due to polluted water, but only in those villages which are near the main road,” He said that no survey
has been conducted so far in the interior villages bearing the maximum brunt of pollution in the rivers.
Meanwhile, Dantewada Chief Medical and Health Officer AR Gota denied that red water was causing
diseases in the area who was quoted as saying “Diseases prevalent in the area are not related to red
water. Diarrhoea and malaria are prevalent here and it is seasonal,” said PTI

“Drinking polluted water causes diarrhoea. The disease spreads not particularly due to iron ore con-
taminated water. Although rich iron content in water is also hazardous for human beings and causes
severe diseases,” said the official in PTI report , while NMDC did not respond to the mails seeking its stand
on the issue.  q
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petition seeking disclosure of medical expenses in-
curred by judges and their family members under Right
to Information Act. 

A three-judge bench headed by Chief Justice H
L Dattu said if the SC today allows such a plea then
tomorrow there would be another RTI plea asking
for details of  medicines consumed by the judges. 
“Once people know the medicines, it will be easy to
infer what ailments are being suffered by judges and
that will be serious invasion into their privacy”, the
bench said and dismissed the petition filed by RTI
activist Subhash Agrawal.  Petitioner’s counsel Pras-
hant Bhushan said this would send a wrong message
to public that judiciary passes good orders to bring
transparency in politics and bureucracy but divulges
little when it comes to judges.

MoFE statewise call on ecologically
sensitive areas

With the deadline of submission of reports on
physical demarcation of Eco- Sensitive Areas ( ESA)
in the six States along Western Ghats having expired
and only Kerala having met the deadline, the Envi-
ronment Ministry will now hold a review meeting lat-
er this week and take a final call on State wise basis.
According to sources, the decision will now be taken
keeping in mind the ground report, science, sustain-
able development, and other State-specific conditions.
The five States that are yet to submit their reports
include Gujarat, Goa, Tamil Nadu, Karnataka and
Maharashtra. 

The Environment Ministry had earlier set the
deadline of April 15 for states to submit the ESA.
After no response from them,  it extended the dead-
line further to June 15 and then to June 30. In Febru-
ary, the National Green Tribunal  had restricted the
green Ministry from granting environmental clearance
or permitting activities which would have an adverse
impact on the eco-sensitive areas asking it to expedi-
tiously demarcate ESAs in the concerned States.

The restrictions fall under five categories — min-
ing, quarrying, sand mining, thermal power plants, build-
ing and construction projects involving areas of 20,000
square metre and above, township and area develop-
ment projects with an area of 50 hectare and above.  

India in the fast lane on info highway
Prime Minister Narendra Modi set out an ambi-

tious agenda to deliver governance through mobile
phones and the internet as he promised digital deliv-
ery of  crucial services such as health, education and
social welfare through what he called as ‘information-
highways’. 

Flanked by top ministers and leading industri-
alists, who promised investments to the tune of Rs
4.5 lakh crore in various digital programmes initiated
by their individual groups, Modi said the govern-
ment wants to not only deliver corruption-free and
smooth governance to the nearly 300 million Indi-
ans who are already there on the internet, but also
bring on board the more than 900 million of the
remaining population.

Admission of EWS students in private
unaided

There are more violations of the law with with
regard to EWS/DG (economically weaker section/
disadvantaged group) admissions in private schools. A
new study by Delhi Commission for Protection of
Child Rights (DCPCR) and Save the Children has
found that 52% of MCD-unaided and 55% of DoE-
unaided schools are “following screening procedure
in the admission of EWS/DG”. Screening of candi-
dates — essentially selecting candidates on the basis
of criteria other than distance from school — is
banned under the Right to Education Act 2009 which
introduced the 25% free-ship quota. The study also
reveals that 13% of MCD-unaided and 9% of DoE-
unaided schools also charge admission fee from these
candidates. q q

AAP govt to spend over Rs 500 crore on advertisements
Opposition parties attacked the AAP government for reportedly hiking allocation for information and
publicity, saying spending public money on “self publicity” amounted to corruption. According to reports,
the Aam Aadmi Party has reportedly set aside over Rs 500 crore to fund its radio advertisements over the
current financial year, in which chief minister Arvind Kejriwal will address the people of Delhi and share his
government’s work.

The ads, which will run with the tagline ‘Jo Kaha, So Kiya’, will refer to his party’s pre-poll promises and
the steps taken by the government to implement them.  q
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India Iran Summit Likely
India is preparing for the first-ever meeting be-

tween its Prime Minister and Iranian President Hassan
Rohani after two failed attempts, in the Russian city of
Ufa, for talks aimed at reviving a critical strategic rela-
tionship New Delhi has ignored, particularly since 2012
according to report in The Telegraph. However the
report said that any roadmap for ties outlined by Naren-
dra Modi and Rohani after their meet may hinge sig-
nificantly on the outcome of nail-biting negotiations
between Iran and world powers in Vienna over Te-
hran’s nuclear programme that reach their deadline to-
morrow, senior officials and experts have cautioned.

Modi is expected to hold one-on-one talks with
Rohani on July 9 or July 10 on the margins of the
Shanghai Cooperation Organisation (SCO) summit, the
first time the moderate Iranian President will meet In-
dia’s chief executive, senior officials said. India and Iran
are both expected to join the China and Russia led-
SCO at the summit. According to The Telegraph, The
meeting, which some diplomats are referring to as a
potentially “breakthrough moment” in India’s relations
with West Asia’s only stable democracy other than Is-
rael, comes three years after the predecessors of Modi
and Rohani met in Tehran.Since that meeting, the US
threat of sanctions has forced India to dramatically
tamp down oil imports from Iran, and New Delhi
put key trade and transit projects on the backburner.
India has signalled over the past two months a readi-
ness to revive these projects, the report said.

Sri Lanka CERN collaboration
Sri Lanka and the European Organization for

Nuclear Research (CERN) have entered into an agree-

ment to begin cooperation between CERN and the
scientific community in Sri Lanka. Sri Lanka’s Perma-
nent Representative to the UN in Geneva Ambassa-
dor Ravinatha Aryasinha and the Director General
of  CERN, Mr. Rolf-Dieter Heurer, signed an ‘Ex-
pression of  Interest’ (EOI) Agreement on Thursday,
25 June 2015 at the CERN Headquarters in Geneva
to give effect to this process.

The Agreement will facilitate engineers, scientists
and researchers from Sri Lankan universities and re-
search institutes to gain valuable first-hand experience
and knowledge in both experimental and theoretical
‘particle physics’ and related aspects of technologies
through the highly-demanded programs conducted by
CERN. Sri Lankan students, teachers, scientists, engi-
neers and researchers may also apply on a competitive
basis for the CERN’s annual ‘High-School teacher’,
‘Summer Student’ and other training programs.

Surge Of Militants in Afghanistan
Afghanistan is under attack from “an unprece-

dented convergence” of  Taliban insurgents, more than
7,000 foreign fighters, and other violent groups includ-
ing the Islamic State, Afghanistan’s ambassador to the
United Nations said. In a presentation to the UN Secu-
rity Council before it approved a resolution condemn-
ing the attack on Afghanistan’s Parliament June 23, Za-
hir Tanin said militant groups are seeking to control
entire districts and provinces of the country as bases
for their activities in Afghanistan, central and south Asia.
The signature of the groups is the rash of suicide bomb-
ings, improvised explosive devices, hostage-taking, and
assassinations seen in Afghanistan recently, he said.

Nicholas Haysom, the UN’s envoy to Afghani-
stan, told the security council that Afghan forces have

PLA Colonel Praises Arjun Tank
India’s indigenous main battle tank Arjun was praised by a top Chinese military official who said it is “very
good” for Indian conditions as the PLA for the first time opened its facilities for Indian media to provide an
insight into its massive modernization, reports PTI. The report says that in a sign of improved military
relations, the People’s Liberation Army (PLA) opened the doors of the key military institute —  Academy of
Armoured Forces Engineering —  which trains over 6,000 cadets per year to the a team of visiting Indian
journalists. Senior Colonel Liu Degang, deputy commander of the Academy, when asked for his impres-
sions of the Arjun battle tank developed by the Defence Research and Development Organisation, which
keeps a close watch on the military hardware of India, was quoted by PTI as saying “it is very good and
suits Indian conditions”. The Arjun is a third generation main battle tank developed by DRDO for the Indian
Army. It is powered by a single MTU multi-fuel diesel engine and can achieve a maximum speed of 67 km/
h and a cross-country speed of 40 km/h, reports PTI.

Deputy Comander Liu attributed the rare interaction with the Indian media to a new found confidence
in line with China’s opening politically and militarily to the outside world, said the report.  q
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been stretched and tested, and have faced many op-
erational challenges since taking on full security respon-
sibilities following the end of  U.S. and NATO com-
bat missions. “Afghanistan is meeting its security chal-
lenges,” even in the face of  the intensifying conflict
across the country, he said. The commitment of  Af-
ghan troops “is beyond question,” Haysom said, “and
they are demonstrating resilience in the face of insur-
gent efforts to take and hold ground.” Both Tanin
and Haysom said the influx of foreign fighters into
Afghanistan appears to be a byproduct of the Paki-
stani military’s intensified campaign to eliminate mili-
tants in neighboring North Waziristan.

Well-educated students for PLA
Priority will be given to better-educated young

people in army recruitment, according to a national
conscription tele-conference. A recruitment website,
gfbzb.gov.cn, run by the Ministry of  National Defense,
is open for applications, with recruitment procedures
including body check-ups beginning on Aug. 1 until
Sept.30. Young people aged between 18 to 22 can apply
to join the military, with the maximum recruitment age
for college graduates extended to 24. The army also
welcomes high school graduates aged 17 or above. To
help the military recruit more students, the country’s
top legislature amended the Military Service Law in
2011, raising the maximum age for recruits to 24.

Armed conflict in Kachin & Shan
Armed conflict in Kachin and parts of Shan State

is continuing, despite ongoing ceasefire talks between
the Myanmar Government and ethnic armed groups,
Burma News International reported on 22 June quot-
ing the Karen Information Centre. Free Burma Rang-
ers (FBR), a humanitarian organisation delivering front-
line assistance to civilians across Myanmar, estimates
that there were 127 armed clashes in April and May
alone causing hundreds of casualties including both

civilians and soldiers.
“This period has seen a major escalation in con-

flict with heavy fighting in the Kokang Region, North-
ern Shan State, between the Burma Army and the
Myanmar National Democratic Alliance Army’s
(MNDAA),” A FBR report said.

The FBR report noted that the “Burma Army
has massively increased its troop levels in the region
and has engaged in major military operations, includ-
ing the use of tanks, heavy artillery barrages and the
alleged use of  chemical weapons.” The Kachin Wom-
en’s Association of  Thailand said that the overall situ-
ation in Northern Myanmar had deteriorated sharply
this year. “Since February 2015, an estimated 100,000
people have been displaced from the Kokang area,
adding to over 120,000 already displaced in Kachin
areas since 2011.” KWAT has documented more than
70 cases of sexual violence perpetrated by govern-
ment forces since the conflict started.

Greece defaults on payments
Greece slipped deeper into its financial abyss after

the bailout program it has relied on for five years
expired and the country failed to repay a loan due to
the International Monetary Fund. With its failure to
repay the roughly 1.6 billion euros ($1.8 billion) to the
IMF, Greece became the first developed country to
fall into arrears on payments to the fund. The last
country to do so was Zimbabwe in 2001.  After
Greece made a last-ditch effort to extend its bailout,
eurozone finance ministers decided in a teleconfer-
ence late Tuesday that there was no way they could
reach a deal before the deadline.

The brinkmanship that has characterized Greece’s
bailout negotiations with its European creditors and
the IMF rose several notches over the weekend, when
Prime Minister Alexis Tsipras announced he would
put a deal proposal by creditors to a referendum on
Sunday and urged a “No” vote. q q

Chinese airstrip on man-made Spratly island
China has almost finished building a 3,000-metre-long (10,000-foot) airstrip on one of its artificial islands
in the disputed Spratly archipelago of the South China Sea, new satellite photographs of the area show. 
The airstrip will be long enough to accommodate most Chinese military aircraft, security experts have said,
giving Beijing greater reach into the heart of maritime Southeast Asia. China has said some of its land
reclamation in the Spratlys, where it’s building seven islands on top of coral reefs, had been completed,
although it gave few details. The latest photographs were taken by satellite imagery firm DigitalGlobe and
published by the Asia Maritime Transparency Initiative (AMTI) at the Centre for Strategic and International
Studies in Washington. (amti.csis.org/)   q
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Poultry case in WTO
The government is looking at ways to implement

the WTO order that has ruled that the ban imposed
by India on imports of  America’s poultry products was
inconsistent, a senior official said.  “We are in consulta-
tion with the ministry of agriculture so that we can
abide by our WTO obligations (in the poultry case),”
commerce secretary Rajeev Kher told reporters. 

On June 4, India had lost a case at WTO as the
body ruled that the Indian ban on import of poultry
meat, eggs and live pigs from the US was “inconsis-
tent” with the international norms.  India has 12-18
months to implement this ruling, after which the US
can begin exports of these products to India. India is
a big market for the US, which is one of  the world’s
largest exporters of  chicken meat. India’s broiler meat
consumption has been consistently increasing and is
estimated to have touched 3.72 million tonnes in 2014,
from 3.45 million tonnes in 2013. 

Concern over Pakistan’s tax rates
The EU and the US expressed concern about

what they said is a discriminatory tax regime by Paki-
stan, which imposes a 17% tax on imported finished
goods and 5% tax on similar domestic goods. The
EU said this tax measure affects especially its export-
ers of leather products to Pakistan. The US said that
the tax measure affects apparel and sporting goods.
Canada, Norway, Chinese Taipei and Switzerland
shared the EU and US concerns. Pakistan said it hoped
to resolve this issue amicably through bilateral discus-
sions. It said it had already started to eliminate some
of the measures, and that it would be updating mem-
bers on the situation.

US uses WTO to against India
American government is using WTO to target

India for creating a buffer stock of food grains for
use during emergencies, neglecting the fact that the US
government has created a huge reserve of crude oil and
natural gas.  The US and its allies which are members
of the International Energy Agency stock up hundreds
of millions of barrels of crude oil as part of their
“strategic” reserves. The US also hoards up on heating
oil ostensibly to prevent disruptions to the supply.

In other words, it is unacceptable when India
creates a buffer stock of food grains as it distorts the
marketplace, but it is perfectly acceptable that the
American government hoards up on petroleum prod-

ucts as it supposedly prevents the distortion of sup-
plies. American policymakers have also distorted the
education and housing markets by actively interfering
in these sectors. A US State Department cable that
was leaked on the website of WikiLeaks illustrates
how the US pushes its agenda while masking its true
intentions by using terms like ‘transparent’ and ‘sound
science.’ According to the cable which described the
objectives of  a proposed activity, “US Government
Objectives: This activity would build on the objective
of bringing support to USG positions in internation-
al fora, mostly related to WTO. 

Differences persist on farm tariff
The chairman said that concrete proposals re-

garding tariff reduction approaches have been put
forward by Argentina, Paraguay and Norway. Other
approaches have also been suggested, although none
have been outlined in specific proposals at this stage.

Discussions on concrete proposals regarding tar-
iff reduction approaches over the past weeks “have
not revealed any clear collective preferences,” and a
range of concerns have also been raised with respect
to alternatives.

“At the risk of  stating the obvious, we are at the
stage where members will need to make choices in
order to achieve the objectives set out for us by Min-
isters” of securing a work program by the end of
July for advancing the Doha Round talks, the chair-
man said. “Discussions now need to move to a more
decisive phase.”

Good research leads to good trade
policies

WTO Director-General Roberto Azevêdo, in
opening the fourth annual WTO/World Bank/IMF
Trade Workshop at the WTO headquarters on 29 June,
said “There is a wide range of trade-related issues
where further research would be very positive in in-
creasing our understanding. Policymakers have long
held that faster trade growth drives faster GDP and
income growth, because of increased economic effi-
ciency, higher inflows of  foreign direct investment,
and greater availability of  technology. We understand
many of the factors behind this, but we don’t, for
example, have a full picture of all the external sector
spill-over effects in this increasingly interdependent
world. So this is another area where our organisations
should continue to work together”. q q


